INTE/G.001/R.001ATED FOOT PUMP
Integrated foot pump makes setup fast and gives your lungs a rest.

**FEATURES**
- **EMBOSSD 20D FABRIC**
  - Ultralight, abrasion resistant, and exceptionally packable.
- **SPACEFRAME™ BAFFLES**
  - Patent pending design cuts out weight and adds stability.
- **THERMAL MIRROR™**
  - Featherweight aluminized film reflects radiant heat.

**WARMTH**
Aluminized film provides warmth at an ethereal weight.

**COMFORT**
Unique surface contours are more comfortable than traditional baffles.

**STABILITY**
Ultralight low-stretch Spaceframe™ baffles eliminate side to side instability.

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**
- **Weight**: 1 lb 1 oz (490 g)
- **Temperature Range**: 30 to 40°F (-1 to 4°C)

**Dimensions**
- **Length**: 72 in (183 cm)
- **Height**: 20 in (51 cm)